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Halsingestintan is the first European company to effectively construct and operate a
Mobile abottoir vehicle for Bovines that in essence eliminates all animal transport and all
abattoir operations is effected on each farm premises. Halsingestintan has since 1999
been a high end operator whithin the Swedish market for locally produced and selected
meat of the highest quality. Currently Halsingestintan is expanding operations in the
European market and put great efforts and investments to sustainability and energy
preservance within the operations of abattoirs. We actively search and construct systems
for energy solutions connected to the farms and animals within operations. All operations
is run with an absolute tracability of unique standard.
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Other comments
Halsingestintan is cooperating with LSU university of rural- and farming sciences within
the areas of animal welfare and sustauinability as well as with other organisations
Expectations from
Record Biomap, e.g.

1. To engage and facilitate locally sustainable energy- preservance systems within the
operations of mobile abattoirs as well as for local producers and farmers of cattle
- to find consortium
2. To engage and define the technical variations and systems that are capable to handle,
partners for possible
maintain and preserve the energy of ABP - products within abattoir operations troughout
projects?
the full chain of production and energy generating facilities. 3. To find partnering
- do you already know any
organisations and institutes which share the same ambitions of a connected and
funding call or other
sustainable operating processes within the systems of preserving the energy containts of
funding opportunities?
Animal by products from locally and regionally based operators and producers.
- attend our planned
workshops?
4. Interested in technologies for small-scale biogas production
- to find customers?

